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This study of incidental vocabulary acquisition through reading, involving

72 freshmen at two Asian universities, investigated (i) the effect of repeated

encounters with target words on the development of seven aspects of

word knowledge, and (ii) the effect of L1 lexicalization on the acquisition of

meaning—does the absence of an L1 translation equivalent make acquisition

of a word’s meaning especially difficult? Seven measures were used, immedi-

ately after the treatment and again after a two-week delay. The design was based

on that of Webb (2007) but emphasized ecological validity over control, pre-

senting genuine words in meaningful reading passages and thus complementing

Webb’s more tightly controlled experiment. Results for repetition largely sup-

ported his findings while suggesting that the nature of his study led to an over-

estimate of learning. Knowledge of orthography, part of speech, and meaning

showed different patterns of development with increasing encounters. On the

immediate posttest, repetition affected productive knowledge somewhat more

than receptive, consistent with Webb’s findings, but this relation reversed on the

delayed posttest. For L1 lexicalization, non-lexicalized words caused great

difficulty.

INTRODUCTION

A common, if not universal, assumption in vocabulary learning research is that

words are learned incidentally in reading and that this learning is central (e.g.

Nagy et al. 1985, 1987; Krashen 1989; Nagy 1997; Paribakht and Wesche 1999;

Paribakht 2005). But in many respects this incidental vocabulary learning is still

poorly understood. The present study focuses on two key questions. One is the

effect of number of exposures on the development of various aspects of word

knowledge. This line is based on the work of Webb (2007) but differs in crucial

respects and thus complements that work. The second issue is the influence of

L1 lexicalization on the acquisition of word meaning (see Paribakht 2005), a

little-explored but potentially crucial aspect. Each area is discussed in the fol-

lowing sections.
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Effects of repeated word exposures on incidental
vocabulary learning

Past research has shown that the number of times an unknown word is met in

reading affects whether its meaning will be acquired and retained (e.g. Saragi

et al. 1978; Jenkins et al. 1984; Rott 1999; Webb 2007). There is no clear

conclusion, though, regarding the number of encounters needed (e.g. Saragi

et al. 1978; Nation 1982; Jenkins et al. 1984; Rott 1999; Zahar et al. 2001). This

uncertainty is not surprising, as results are presumably influenced by a number

of mediating variables, including learners’ proficiency level (Zahar et al. 2001;

Tekmen and Daloglu 2006), context informativeness (Nagy et al. 1987; Shu

et al. 1995; Webb 2007, 2008), and word properties (Nagy et al. 1987; Shu et al.

1995). Thus, the goal of research should be not to identify a definitive number

of exposures needed but rather to understand a complex process involving

multiple, interacting variables.

Another crucial element is the type of word knowledge being investigated.

Previous studies have usually focused on meaning, disregarding the many

other types. In Nation’s (2001) classification, these include form (sound, spel-

ling, and word structure), meaning (including associations, referents, and the

concept expressed), and use (the patterns a word appears in, its collocations,

and constraints on its use). But most have received little attention in studies of

incidental learning.

Webb (2007) is the main exception. He tested 10 different aspects of word

knowledge, including receptive and productive. All aspects improved with

number of repetitions (1, 3, 7, 10), consistent with previous findings that

repetition has a positive impact. He also found that knowledge of word mean-

ing developed more slowly than other aspects, such as syntax and word asso-

ciation, conforming to previous findings that some properties of a word are

mastered before others (Schmitt 2000). An additional finding was that scores

on productive measures were significantly greater after seven and ten expos-

ures than after fewer exposures, suggesting that seven may be a threshold for

productive knowledge.

Webb’s (2007) study emphasized stringent control, giving it important ad-

vantages. But the price was a reduction in ecological validity. Specifically,

invented words were used as targets, each precisely corresponding in meaning

to an L2 word the learners already knew, and the words were presented in

isolated sentences. The virtue of this approach is that it allowed control of the

difficulty of individual words and the helpfulness of the contexts in which they

appeared and therefore made possible a relatively reliable inference that the

independent variable, repetition, did indeed produce the observed results. But

the downside is that it made the learning task rather removed from actual

second language learning through reading. Thus, research that explores the

issues with more concern for authenticity is a necessary complement to

Webb’s work.
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The impact of L1 lexicalization on vocabulary learning

An issue that has potentially profound implications for incidental word learn-

ing, but has received very limited attention, is L1 lexicalization. An unlimited

number of concepts can be expressed in the vocabulary of a language, and

languages naturally vary in which they lexicalize. The Mandarin word xuejie,

for example, means ‘fellow student who is female and is older’, a concept not

lexicalized in English. Will such words pose special difficulties for learners? The

artificial words used by Webb (2007) were all synonyms of words the learners

already knew. Thus, participants simply needed to map a new label onto a

familiar concept. However, learning new words often involves new concepts as

well (Nagy et al. 1985, 1987). When all the target words have meanings dir-

ectly corresponding to those of known words, a study is looking only at the

easiest cases of learning.

The importance of the issue has long been recognized (e.g. Swan 1997; Jiang

2000), but to date, research on the impact of L1 lexicalization patterns on L2

learning is remarkably limited. Blum and Levenston (1979: 52) found that ‘learn-

ers avoid quite systematically words that have no equivalent in their mother

tongue’. Similar findings were reported by Sjöholm (1998). Yu (1996) found

that learning of L2 verbs was affected by their semantic similarity with L1

verbs. But these studies did not directly address the issue of how L1 lexicalization

affects learning, particularly in relation to vocabulary acquisition through reading.

Paribakht (2005), working with Farsi-speaking English learners, had partici-

pants read passages containing both lexicalized (L) and non-lexicalized (NL)

words, using think-aloud to study their inference processes. She found sub-

stantially greater success for L words, but little difference was found in learn-

ing. Because her focus was on inferencing, she did not explore learning in any

depth, but the lack of a meaningful difference can be readily attributed to the

fact that very little learning occurred in general. One finding did suggest a

difference in learning difficulty—before (and after) the study, learners had

greater knowledge of L than NL words.

Thus, NL words might be expected to pose special problems for learning, as

Paribakht (2005) suggested, but little evidence exists either to support this idea

or to disconfirm it. The extent of any such problems, if they do exist, is also an

open question. Further research is clearly needed in this area.

The present study

Webb (2007) made substantial contributions to our understanding of the

effects of repetition, by examining several aspects of knowledge and by impos-

ing stringent controls. But, again, the emphasis on control necessarily limited

the ecological validity of the work. A necessary complement to Webb’s study is

one that favors authenticity (ecological validity) over control. This comple-

mentary approach also has disadvantages, in the form of looser controls and

therefore limits in the ability to determine causal relations. The hope is that the
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use of both types of research will allow a more complete picture to be formed.

The first goal of the present study is thus to provide a complement to Webb’s

(2007) research.

The second goal is to further explore the influence of L1 lexicalization on

incidental vocabulary learning, based on the potential importance of this factor

and the surprisingly limited empirical work so far done on the subject. This

exploration differs from past work in that it involves a different L1 (Mandarin

Chinese) and a different set of concepts and also examines the role of repetition

in relation to the lexicalization variable. It also tests the effects of lexicalization

after a delay period (two weeks), which Paribakht (2005) was unable to do.

The experiment, involving university freshmen majoring in English, was

methodologically based on Webb’s (2007) but differed from it in several re-

spects. First, actual English words served as the targets of learning. The ten

target words included five that are lexicalized in the participants’ L1

(Mandarin) and five that are not. These words were presented in the context

of L2 reading passages rather than isolated sentences. Finally, a delayed post-

test was carried out two weeks after the treatment. The experiment was thus

guided by the following research questions:

1 How does repetition of words in reading passages affect L2 learners’ ac-

quisition and retention of orthography, part of speech, associations (re-

ceptive and productive in each case), and meaning and form?

2 Are the meanings of L2 words that are not lexicalized in learners’ L1

especially difficult to learn and/or retain, as measured by an L2–L1 trans-

lation task and receptive and productive association tests? How does

number of exposures contribute to the learning and retention of L and

NL words?

METHOD

Participants

The participants came from two classes of Mandarin-speaking freshmen

(n = 72) at two universities in Taiwan, all majoring in foreign languages,

with an emphasis on English. All were intermediate-level learners with at

least six years of English instruction. Their mean score on the 2000 word

level of Version 1 of the Vocabulary Levels Test (Schmitt 2000), given to

them before the experiment, was 28.1 out of a possible 30, indicating a mastery

of this level. Participants were randomly divided into three groups, each

receiving a different number of exposures to the target words.

Target words

Target words were 10 English words (Table 1) not known to any of the par-

ticipants, based on responses to a checklist containing 100 potential targets.
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They were evenly categorized into L and NL, with two nouns, two verbs, and

one adjective of each type. Lexicalized words were defined as those that have a

conventional Chinese translation equivalent or correspond to a fixed item in

Chinese, based on various online dictionaries (http://dictionary.cambridge.org,

http://www.merriam-webster.com, http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/

Wiktionary:Main_Page, http://dictionary.babylon.com, http://www.online-

dict.com) and the judgements of several native speakers of Chinese. If a

target word does not have a Chinese translation that is a fixed expression,

it was defined as NL.

All target words were tri-syllabic except for the NL zeitgeist, and an effort was

made to avoid morphological clues to meaning and grammatical category.

Ideally, relative difficulty of the words should have been controlled (as it

was by Webb 2007), but the goal of ecological validity severely limited the

possibilities for such control. The study required 10 English words, all un-

known to all the participants. An inevitable consequence was that the words

were uncommon and naturally tended to be ‘odd’ in some respects, especially

the five not lexicalized in Mandarin—the unavoidable negative side of the

tradeoff between control and ecological validity.

Table 1: The 10 target words

Definition

Lexicalized words

Rivulet (n.) A very small stream

Repartee (n.) Quick and usually amusing answers and remarks in
conversation

Jettison (v.) To get rid of something or someone that is not wanted
or needed

Convalesce (v.) To rest in order to get better after an illness

Obdurate (adj.) Extremely determined to act in a particular way and not
to change despite argument or persuasion

Non-lexicalized words

Zeitgeist (n.) The general set of ideas, beliefs, feelings, etc. which is
typical of a particular period in history

Troubadour (n.) An itinerant composer and performer of songs
(in medieval Europe)

Manumit (v.) To release from slavery

Bedizen (v.) To dress or adorn gaudily

Picaresque (adj.) Involving clever rogues or adventurers especially as in
a type of fiction
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Reading materials

Reading materials consisted of 13 passages, all stories, in two groups. Main

readings included seven stories, composed by several advanced Chinese bilin-

gual learners and edited by an English native speaker. Each included exactly

one occurrence of each of the 10 target words, each context providing helpful

clues for learners to infer their meanings. For example, in one story (see ap-

pendix available as online supplementary material), the word convalesce was

introduced by reference to a ‘man who was convalescing in the hospital after

he had been hurt in an automobile accident’. In the same reading, manumit

was offered in the following context—‘Slave owners still don’t want to manu-

mit their slaves. It’s because our society doesn’t accept the idea of freedom’.

These cases are typical in providing strong clues to meaning but stopping well

short of giving a definition.

The remaining six passages served as distracter readings, the purpose being

to have each group read the same number of passages despite the differences in

number of exposures to target words. Distracter readings were selected from a

general English as a Foreign Language (EFL) reading textbook (Sinclair et al.

2005) designed for beginning-level EFL learners and therefore easily under-

standable for the participants.

Because all 13 readings were designed to avoid difficult vocabulary, we

could reasonably assume that apart from the 10 target words, participants

knew all or very nearly all the words in them. Each passage contained

250–300 words, so unknown words made up no more than 5% in any of

them, in keeping with findings that learners must know at least 95% of the

running words to infer the meaning of unknown words.

Instruments

Prior to the experiment, participants were given a checklist of 100 potential

target words, L and NL, and instructed to check (3) words they knew. A total

of 14 words were found to be unknown to all participants; 10 were chosen as

the target words. The checklist was given a month before the experiment, but

in this EFL context the participants were very unlikely to encounter the target

words during this time, because these words were quite uncommon and the

intervening period was a school break.

Each posttest measured receptive and productive knowledge of orthography,

part of speech, and association. Knowledge of meaning and form was tested only

receptively because there was no apparent way to test productive knowledge

in this case. These tests were based on Webb’s (2007) 10 tests, though we made

some adjustments (see below) and omitted his two tests of syntagmatic asso-

ciation (Webb’s ‘syntax’ tests) and his second, multiple-choice, measure of

receptive knowledge of meaning and form. Before the immediate posttest, a

reading comprehension test was given to verify that participants read and

understood the passages. It included five multiple choice questions, based on

what each group had read. The delayed posttest consisted of the same seven
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vocabulary tests used in the immediate posttest, without the reading compre-

hension test.

The vocabulary tests had seven pages, each measuring one aspect of know-

ledge of the target words. The tests were sequenced following Webb’s (2007)

example to avoid any possible learning effect. For example, productive know-

ledge of orthography was placed before its receptive counterpart because the

latter included the correct form of each target word as one of the possible

answers and thus provided information participants might use on the product-

ive test. Answers for the non-objective tests were scored by two advanced

English learners (after consultation with an English native speaker), with oc-

casional discussion between raters on disagreements. Inter-rater reliability was

a near perfect 0.9997, disagreements occurring only in two instances. Table 2

briefly describes the tests and shows the sequence in which they were given.

Test 1. Productive knowledge of orthography (PO)

The first measure, productive knowledge of orthographic form, used a dicta-

tion test in which participants heard each target word pronounced twice, from

a recording, and then had 10 seconds to write it down. Any wrong spelling,

even minor, resulted in the item being scored as incorrect, because partial

success could be due to the phonological prompt rather than the treatment

(Webb 2007).

Test 2. Receptive knowledge of orthography (RO)

This test used a four-option multiple choice format. Distracters were made to

resemble the target item. The following examples are for the target words

manumit and jettison:
(a) manumit (b) munamit (c) manemit (d) manomet

(a) jeterson (b) jettison (c) jetison (d) jettision

Test 3. Receptive knowledge of meaning and form (RMF)

Receptive knowledge of meaning and form was measured by asking partici-

pants to provide a Chinese translation for each target word. The answer was

Table 2: Description and sequence of the seven dependent measures (based on
Webb 2007)

Order Knowledge measured Test type

1 Productive knowledge of orthographic form (PO) Dictation

2 Receptive knowledge of orthographic form (RO) Multiple choice

3 Receptive knowledge of meaning and form (RMF) Translation (L2–L1)

4 Productive knowledge of parts of speech (PP) Sentence construction

5 Productive knowledge of associations (PA) Paradigmatic association

6 Receptive knowledge of parts of speech (RP) Multiple choice

7 Receptive knowledge of associations (RA) Multiple choice
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scored as correct only if it contained all the essential semantic features of the

target word. Taking the word troubadour as an example, answers translating as

‘wandering musician’ were scored as correct while ‘musician’ was marked as

incorrect, as was ‘wanderer’.

Test 4. Productive knowledge of parts of speech (PP)

On this test participants were asked to use each target word to make a correct

sentence. Responses were scored as correct if the word was used as the correct

part of speech. Other errors were disregarded. Examples of correct responses

are ‘Her father is very obdurate’ and ‘He became a troubadour when he was 15’.

Incorrect answers included ‘I don’t like those who look bedizen’, and ‘He repar-

teed his song’. This test corresponded to Webb’s (2007) test of productive

knowledge of grammatical functions. We have avoided the term ‘grammatical

function’ because it is commonly used in linguistics to refer to the distinction

between, for example, subjects and objects.

Test 5. Productive knowledge of associations (PA)

On this test, participants were asked to write one word paradigmatically asso-

ciatedwitheachtargetword.Formanumit, forexample, releasewasacceptedwhile

sell was not. The directions included several examples intended to push partici-

pants toward paradigmatic associations. Thus, syntagmatic associations were un-

common and were marked incorrect (along as an answer for rivulet, for example).

Test 6. Receptive knowledge of parts of speech (RP)

The sixth test corresponded to Webb’s (2007) test of receptive knowledge of

grammatical function. Each question presented three sentences as options,

each containing the target word in a different part of speech, only one of

them correct. Sentences were designed to avoid contextual clues to the word

meaning. The following example is for obdurate:

Obdurate (a) It is an obdurate.

(b) She obdurated.

(c) It is so obdurate.

Test 7. Receptive knowledge of associations (RA)

This last test again used a multiple-choice format. In each question, five words

were presented as options beside each target word, and participants were

required to choose the options paradigmatically related to the target word.

This test was a modified version of Webb’s (2007) receptive test of associations,

in which learners had to select only one correct option. In the present study,

it was necessary to have more than one correct answer per question in order

to determine whether learners had acquired the meanings of the NL words.

A learner who mistakenly believed that troubadour corresponded to an L1

word meaning ‘singer’ or ‘musician’ could easily select an option that captured

this aspect of its meaning but would miss the feature that distinguishes it

from these mistaken translations. The inclusion of the option

wandering allowed such misunderstandings to be detected. One point was
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awarded for each correct answer and scores were converted to percentages

for statistical analysis. The example of jettison is given below, the correct

answers being (a), based on opposite meaning, and (c), based on similar

meaning.

‘jettison’ (a) obtain (b) look for (c) abandon (d) steal (e) buy

Directions for this test included an example with correct answers based on

similar meaning, opposite meaning, and other relatedness (sudden-surprising),

as well as two unrelated options.

Procedure

The experiment included three phases—reading comprehension task, imme-

diate posttest, and delayed posttest two weeks later. The 72 participants were

randomly assigned to three experimental groups based on number of

target-word exposures (E1, E3, E7) in the texts. Each group read seven pas-

sages, each appearing on a single page. The seven pages were stapled together

and participants were told not to flip back to previous pages. For the E1 group

the first six readings were distracters and only the final reading contained the

target words. E3 read three main and four distracter passages, and E7 read all

seven main readings. For E1 and E3 a main reading was placed in the final

position so that at the time of the testing the three groups would not differ in

how recently they had seen the target words. The other two main readings for

E3 were placed in the first and fourth positions. The distribution of readings for

each group is shown in Table 3.

Participants were told beforehand only that there would be a reading com-

prehension test, to encourage them to attend to the readings and not to pay

extra attention to the target words. Immediately after the reading task, all

three groups were given this test and the first posttest, consisting of the

seven vocabulary tests described above. They were allowed as much time as

needed to finish the questions. Each test was presented on a separate page and

participants were not allowed to turn back to a previous page. A delayed

posttest was administered two weeks later, using the same vocabulary tests

as the immediate posttest, but without any readings.

Table 3: The distribution of readings

Group The distribution of reading materials Target-word
Exposures

E1 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 M7 1

E3 M1 D2 D3 M4 D5 D6 M7 3

E7 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 7

M: main reading; D: distracter reading.
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Pilot study

Prior to the experiment, a pilot study was conducted with nine learners, all

comparable with the participants in the main study. The goals were to test

whether all participants could understand the texts and would attend to them,

to determine the amount of time to be allotted to the reading task, and to

ensure the feasibility of the measurements. It was determined that 120 seconds

per reading would be sufficient for all the participants to complete the reading

but not so much as to allow them to use mnemonic strategies to remember the

target words (Webb 2007), as some might given that these were probably the

only words unknown to them in the readings. Based on the pilot study, small

adjustments were made in some tests, apart from which no need was found for

changes in the instruments or materials.

Data analysis

To answer the first research question, regarding number of exposures, scores of

the three groups on the seven vocabulary tests were submitted to one-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests, or to Kruskal–Wallis tests when results did

not satisfy the normality requirement for ANOVA. Post hoc Tukey and least

significant difference (LSD) tests were performed to locate the site of significant

effects for each vocabulary test. Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) were also calculated for

each of the contrasts. Regarding the second research question, whether NL

words would create additional difficulty and whether this factor would interact

with repetition, a comparison was made between gains on L and NL words,

using repeated-measures ANOVA for each test of semantic knowledge (RMF,

PA, RA). For each research question, the analyses were repeated for results

from the delayed posttest.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

On the five reading comprehension questions, the groups’ average correct

answers ranged from 4.75 to 4.88, and no participant scored below 4, indicat-

ing that the reading materials were comprehensible to all the learners and that

they focused on the content of the stories. These are by definition the condi-

tions for incidental learning, so we conclude that any vocabulary learning that

occurred was indeed incidental.

Effects of repetition: Immediate

For Research Question 1, the independent variable was number of exposures

(1, 3, 7). The dependent variables were the seven aspects of word knowledge.

Prior to quantitative analyses, the results for four of the tests (PO, RMF, PA,

and RP) were found not to be normally distributed, thus failing to meet the

assumption of the one-way ANOVA. Hence, these results were subjected to the

non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test (p = .05), while those for the remaining
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three tests (RO, RA, and PP) were analyzed by one-way ANOVA (p = .05). For

the location of significant effects in each case, a post hoc LSD test was performed

with the four non-parametric cases and a post hoc Tukey HSD for the three

parametric cases.

Table 4 shows means and standard deviations for the three groups on each

vocabulary test of the immediate posttest. Scores consistently increased with

number of exposures, the only exception being the slight drop on RA from E1

(3.97) to E3 (3.88).

The ANOVA and Kruskal–Wallis tests revealed significant effects on each of

the seven measures. Results of the post hoc Tukey and LSD tests are shown in

Tables 5 and 6.

Significant differences were found for all E1–E7 comparisons. E1 and E3

differed significantly on the two orthography tests, E3 and E7 on the three

semantic tests.

This pattern of results offers a relatively clear picture of the effect of expos-

ures on the different types of vocabulary knowledge. For orthographic know-

ledge, the benefits come with the first few exposures. For semantic knowledge

Table 4: Means and standard deviations on the immediate posttest

Group E1 E3 E7
n 24 24 24

Test M SD M SD M SD

RO 4.29 1.97 6.25 1.87 6.5 2

PO 1.08 0.72 2.12 1.12 2.71 1.60

RP 4.79 2.08 5.54 1.35 6.58 1.79

PP 1.46 1.91 2.54 1.67 3.92 2.67

RMF 0.13 0.45 0.58 0.93 1.5 1.35

RA 3.97 1.34 3.88 1.4 5.09 1.28

PA 0.62 1.17 1.21 1.06 3.17 2.24

Maximum score = 10.

Table 5: Results of the post-hoc Tukey HSD tests for the immediate posttest

Test/group E1 vs. E3 E3 vs. E7 E1 vs. E7

RO 0.008* NS 0.000*

PP NS NS 0.000*

RA NS 0.007* 0.014*

*p< .05.
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more exposures are required for notable progress, gains coming mainly be-

tween three and seven. Part of speech shows a more smooth development.

Some complications will be added to this picture below.

Additional insights can be obtained by looking at the results in terms of

effect sizes (see Norris and Ortega 2000; Lipsey and Wilson 2001), which dir-

ectly measure the effect that the independent variable had on the depend-

ent variable. The effect size measure used here is Cohen’s d, which is the

number of standard deviations by which one group’s mean is greater than

another’s. The numbers are interpreted as follows—0.20–0.50 = small effect;

0.50–0.80 = medium effect; >0.80 = large effect (Cohen 1992). Table 7 gives

the effect sizes for each comparison between groups on the immediate posttest.

For the overall contrast, E1–E7, all effect sizes were large, showing that

repetition does in general have a large, positive impact on learning.

Productive tests yielded somewhat higher values on each knowledge type

(but see the discussion of the delayed posttest below). Note that this does

not imply the counterintuitive conclusion that productive knowledge was

acquired more quickly or successfully than receptive, but rather that repetition

had a greater effect on the former than on the latter, matching Webb’s (2007)

finding that scores on productive tests correlated more strongly with number

of repetitions than did scores on receptive tests (but, again, see below). The size

of the effect varied not only with the productive/receptive distinction but also

with knowledge type—orthographic, part of speech, and semantic.

For orthographic knowledge, the difference between one exposure and

three yielded large effects, while the addition of four more exposures made

only a small contribution. The apparent explanation is that three exposures

Table 6: Results of the post hoc LSD tests for the immediate posttest

Test/group E1 vs. E3 E3 vs. E7 E1 vs. E7

PO * NS *

RP NS NS *

RMF NS * *

PA NS * *

*p< .05.

Table 7: Effect sizes for the immediate posttest

RO PO RP PP RMF RA PA Average

E1–E3 1.021 1.130 0.437 0.603 0.652 �0.066 0.529 0.615

E3–E7 0.129 0.434 0.662 0.636 0.807 0.903 1.188 0.680

E1–E7 1.113 1.405 0.925 1.074 1.522 0.855 1.496 1.199
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were often sufficient for words that were relatively easy to spell (repartee,

manumit) and that seven were not enough for the more difficult words (con-

valesce, zeitgeist). The pattern was quite different for part of speech. The overall

effect (E1–E7) was again large, but the two component comparisons (E1–E3

and E3–E7) contributed about equally to this effect, presenting a picture of

gradual, cumulative gains with increasing exposure. Each of the effect sizes for

semantic knowledge (RMF, RA, and PA) was also large in the overall (E1–E7)

comparison, with the E3–E7 contrast making the larger contribution (for RA,

the only contribution). Thus, a relatively large number of exposures appear to

be especially important for acquisition of meaning.

Our overall findings match Webb’s (2007) reasonably well. Both studies

showed, on each test, a pattern of rising scores as the number of exposures

increased. Both found that learning of meaning requires more exposures than

are needed for other knowledge types. Contrasts appear on some specific

points, most of which are readily attributable to the differences in target

words and contexts. On the orthography tests, each of Webb’s groups scored

much better than ours, as expected because his words were especially easy to

spell and some of ours were quite difficult. A similar but somewhat weaker

pattern appeared on the semantic tests, with a small variation on productive

association, for which Webb’s findings showed the largest contrast from E1 to

E3 while for ours it occurred between E3 and E7. This again can be readily

explained by the need for a greater number of exposures for learning more

difficult words.

The two part-of-speech tests taken together did not yield any clear contrast

with Webb’s (grammatical function) results. This non-contrast is not surpris-

ing, as the relevant information for learners was, in both studies, the positions

in which the word appeared in a sentence and the affixes it included, which

did not systematically differ in the two studies. Altogether, our findings suggest

that Webb’s results do accurately portray the relation between repetition and

learning, while suggesting that they overestimate learners’ success in orthog-

raphy and semantics in more authentic reading situations.

Effects of repetition on retention after two weeks

Two weeks after the treatment, the same seven tests were given, without any

additional target-word exposure, to investigate retention of the previously

acquired word knowledge. Only 57 of the original 72 participants were avail-

able, an unavoidable attrition given that the experiment was conducted out-

side of class and participation was entirely voluntary. We know of no reason to

think the 15 missing students differed from the others in any way other than

the times at which they were available. Data on RO, PO, RP, PP, and RA met

the assumption of the one-way ANOVA test, data normality, whereas the data

for RMF and PA were not normally distributed, dictating use of the

non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test.
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Table 8 gives descriptive statistics for the delayed posttest. Most of the means

show a decline from the immediate posttest (Table 4), with some small excep-

tions, especially in orthography, which can be explained at least in part by a

practice effect. In almost all cases, scores still showed a tendency to rise with

increasing word encounters (E1<E3<E7). The exceptions were small drops

from E3 to E7 on orthography and no change on RP from E3 to E7.

The ANOVA and Kruskal–Wallis tests revealed that the results of RP, PP,

RMF, PA, and RA reached significance, only the orthography results falling

short. Not surprisingly, the same pattern was found for the E1–E7 comparison.

Tables 9 and 10 present the location of significant effects. E3 learners’ scores

were significantly higher than E1’s on the tests of RP and RA. Significant

differences between E3 and E7 were identical to those on the immediate

posttest, appearing in the knowledge of RMF, RA, and PA, that is, the semantic

tests.

Table 8: Means of learning conditions on the delayed posttest

Group E1 E3 E7
n 19 19 19

Test M SD M SD M SD

RO 4.68 1.734 5.89 1.524 5.63 1.64

PO 1.11 0.737 1.74 1.261 1.53 0.841

RP 4.05 1.747 5.89 1.822 5.89 1.853

PP 1.21 1.903 2.05 1.81 2.84 2.192

RMF 0.11 0.315 0.37 0.761 0.95 0.78

PA 0.32 0.671 0.73 1.046 2.05 1.393

RA 3.14 0.867 4.15 0.953 5.07 0.974

Maximum score = 10.

Table 9: Location of significant effects through the post-hoc Tukey HSD test

Tests E1 vs. E3 E3 vs. E7 E1 vs. E7

RO NS (0.067) NS (0.873) NS (0.184)

PO NS (0.108) NS (0.772) NS (0.362)

RP 0.008* NS (0.621) 0.012*

PP NS (0.394) NS (0.440) 0.036*

RA 0.004* 0.010* 0.000*

*p< .05.
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Effect sizes also reveal important information from the delayed posttest. The

numbers are presented in Table 11. The average effect size for the delayed

posttest (1.174) was only slightly below that of the immediate posttest

(1.199), indicating that the effect of repetition on word knowledge is lasting.

With the exception of orthography, all effect sizes were large, and those for the

semantic tests were very large.

Recall that on the immediate posttest, productive tests yielded somewhat

higher effects on each knowledge type. On the delayed posttest this relation

largely reversed. In other words, repetition had larger initial benefits for pro-

ductive knowledge but larger long-term benefits for receptive. Thus, Webb’s

(2007) finding that productive scores correlated more highly with number of

repetitions than did receptive scores may be the result of his reliance on an

immediate posttest without follow-up testing. The reversal found after two

weeks might be explained as reflecting the greater vulnerability of productive

knowledge to forgetting (e.g. Rott 1999).

Perhaps the most interesting feature of Table 11 is the way that the size of

the effect varies with knowledge type, the three types each clustering in a neat

way. For the three semantic tests, the smallest effect size is 1.534, far higher

than that for any of the other four tests. At the other extreme, the two or-

thography tests showed only modest, and nearly identical values, clearly below

all the other five tests. The two part of speech measures fell, together, between

orthography and semantics. The unimpressive results for the orthography tests

suggest that while repetition has strong immediate effects, these effects are not

very durable, at least not for the number of repetitions examined here and the

difficulty of the target words. The part of speech measures, in contrast, yielded

large effect sizes on each posttest, the effect of the delay period being primarily

to reverse the position of productive knowledge (higher on the immediate

Table 10: Location of significant effects through the post hoc LSD test

Tests E1 vs. E3 E3 vs. E7 E1 vs. E7

RMF NS * *

PA NS * *

*p< .05.

Table 11: Effect sizes for the delayed posttest

RO PO RP PP RMF RA PA Average

E1–E3 0.743 0.631 1.031 0.452 0.483 1.110 0.478 0.704

E3–E7 �0.164 �0.200 0 0.395 0.753 0.955 1.082 0.403

E1–E7 0.563 0.532 1.022 0.796 1.534 2.097 1.676 1.174
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posttest) and receptive knowledge (higher on the delayed). Productive know-

ledge showed the same pattern found on the immediate posttest, the E1–E3

and E3–E7 contrasts contributing about equally to the overall effect. For RP,

though, the large overall effect came entirely from E1 to E3.

Turning to semantic knowledge, for RMF the effect of repetition was very

strong and showed essentially no change from immediate (1.522) to delayed

posttest (1.534). Results for PA were similar—1.496 on the immediate posttest

and 1.676 on the delayed. Results for RA were also strong in both cases but

showed an unanticipated contrast between the two tests, the effect size rising

from .855 to 2.097 because E7 suffered no decline from immediate to delayed

posttest. Overall, the findings indicate that repetition has a very strong and

durable effect on the acquisition of word meaning. Three exposures are clearly

better than one, and seven are clearly better than three.

Effects of L1 lexicalization: Immediate

The second issue explored in this study was the effect of L1 lexicalization on

learning and retention—Do learners have special difficulty learning the mean-

ings of words that are not lexicalized in their L1? Table 12 compares the results

for the five L and five NL words.

On the RMF test, a significant difference was found, but it was quite small

(effect size = 0.278). The association tests yielded much smaller, non-significant

results. The apparent implication is that lexicalization was unimportant.

However, a look at the results for individual words produces a very different

conclusion. Results for RMF are given in Table 13.

As can be seen, learning of NL words occurred almost entirely with one

word, troubadour. If this one word is removed, the contrast between the two

sets is quite striking; it would be little exaggeration to say that no learning

occurred with the NL words.

An explanation for the exceptional status of troubadour readily suggests itself.

The seventh main reading, given to all three groups, was a story about the

adventures of a man who was explicitly labeled a troubadour early in the story.

Thus, the concept that the word represents was central to the passage. Its role

Table 12: Results for L and NL words on the immediate posttest

Test L NL Significance Effect size

M SD M SD

RMF 0.46 0.82 0.28 0.48 0.035* 0.278

RA 2.22 0.84 2.11 0.69 NS 0.144

PA 0.85 1.11 0.82 1.03 NS 0.028

*p< .05; maximum score = 10.
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in some of the other readings was also quite substantial; no other target word

had such a prominent role. What this suggests is that successful learning is

partly determined by the importance of the word in the reading and that this

contextual variable can even outweigh a word property as influential as lex-

icalization. This idea of the importance of the word in the text might be con-

nected to saliency (see Brown 1993).

Without this additional variable, the contrast between L and NL words is

clear, providing a positive answer to the second research question. This clear

positive result contrasts with the relatively limited differences in learning that

Paribakht (2005) found. But this lack of contrast is expected, because only

minimal learning occurred in her study, for both L and NL words, and it was

mainly in participants’ familiarity with the form of the words. Regarding the

relation between repetition and lexicalization, little can be said, as essentially

no learning of NL words occurred among any of the groups (when troubadour is

removed from consideration), eliminating the possibility of an interaction.

Effects of lexicalization on retention after two weeks

The second issue regarding lexicalization is whether any contrasts found on

the immediate posttest would remain on the delayed posttest two weeks later.

As can be seen in Table 14, no significant differences were found on any of the

tests, and all three effect sizes were negligible, apparently indicating that lex-

icalization had no lasting effect.

But a look at the individual words yields the same conclusion reached for

the immediate posttest. For L words in general, a substantial amount of reten-

tion occurred, but gains for NL words were limited almost entirely to trouba-

dour. Apart from this one word, essentially no retention was found for NL

Table 13: Correct answers for L and NL words on RMF test

Group E1 E3 E7

L words

Convalesce 2 5

Jettison 2 2

Repartee 1 2 7

Rivulet 1 1

Obdurate 1 2 7

NL words

Manumit 1

Zeitgeist

Bedizen 1 1

Troubadour 5 12

Picaresque
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words. We conclude again that such words present special difficulties for in-

cidental learning, difficulties which might be overcome by a strong focus in the

readings on a particular word.

CONCLUSION

This study investigated how word repetition in reading affects EFL learners’

vocabulary acquisition and whether L2 words that are not lexicalized in learn-

ers’ L1 cause special difficulty. The overall findings fit well with Webb’s (2007)

findings for repetition, though we conclude that in regard to orthographic and

semantic knowledge his methodology resulted in an overestimate of the learn-

ing that occurs in more natural situations. Findings for lexicalization supported

the hypothesis that NL words are especially difficult (Paribakht 2005).

For repetition, the main finding was that increasing exposures does help,

consistent with the common understanding that vocabulary learning is a grad-

ual process (Nagy et al. 1985; Schmitt 2000), and that the effect remains for at

least two weeks. Immediately after the treatment, productive knowledge was

found to benefit from repetition somewhat more than receptive knowledge, a

relation that had reversed by the time of the delayed posttest, perhaps due to

the greater vulnerability of productive skills. Interesting contrasts were found

in the pattern of development for each knowledge type. Orthographic know-

ledge benefited greatly from three exposures but not at all from an additional

four, reflecting the presence of both relatively easy words (learnable in three

exposures) and difficult words (not learnable even from seven exposures). Part

of speech showed a more steady growth with exposure. For semantic know-

ledge, most gains occurred between three and seven exposures. The overall

strength of the effect of repetition also varied with knowledge types. For or-

thography, it was strong immediately after the treatment but greatly reduced

two weeks later. For part of speech, it was strong both immediately and after

the delay period, to similar degrees. The effect on semantic knowledge was

strong immediately and even stronger two weeks later.

For the second research question, we found that L2 words not lexicalized in

learners’ L1 do cause learning difficulty, both immediately and after a

Table 14: Results for L and NL words on the delayed posttest

Test L NL Significance Effect size

M SD M SD

RMF 0.26 0.52 0.21 0.41 NS 0.108

RA 2.16 0.67 2.04 0.71 NS 0.174

PA 0.47 0.93 0.56 0.71 NS �0.110

Maximum score = 10.
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two-week delay. This study thus provides empirical evidence for Paribakht’s

(2005) conclusions about the difficulty of inferring the meanings of NL words.

The study also suggests that increasing the number of exposures up to seven

makes little contribution to the acquisition of meaning for NL words, because

these words are too difficult to learn from even seven exposures. Again,

Webb’s (2007) use of invented words may underestimate vocabulary learning

difficulties, as all of his invented words precisely corresponded to

already-known words, ruling out the kinds of difficulties that arose with the

NL words in this study.

An additional contrast with Webb’s (2007) findings suggests the same con-

clusion. Gains did not increase as rapidly with number of exposures as in

Webb’s study, especially for semantic knowledge and orthographic knowledge

of difficult words. This difference is most readily attributable to the use of real

words and the way in which reading materials were presented. The use of

invented words in isolated sentences may thus overestimate what learners

gain under more authentic learning conditions.

More generally, our findings reinforce the point that repetition is crucial but

there cannot be any simple answer to the question of how many exposures are

needed because many factors interact with repetition. Based on our results,

these include knowledge type, importance/saliency in the text, and the char-

acter of the particular words being learned, including difficulty in various re-

spects and, most notably, L1 lexicalization. The latter suggests that the

particular L1-L2 pair involved can be of fundamental importance.

Regarding pedagogical implications, the obvious conclusion from this study

and others is that teachers should provide learners with opportunities to en-

counter a given word repeatedly in reading. A likely approach is the narrow

reading recommended by Krashen (1981) and Schmitt and Carter (2000), in

which a number of readings in a single topic area give learners repeated ex-

posure to particular words. Most aspects of word knowledge, for most words,

appear to develop successfully through such exposure. This is most clearly the

case for part of speech, for which we find no evidence of a need for interven-

tion, as it showed gradual, substantial improvement with increasing exposures.

But our findings suggest other cases in which intervention may be appro-

priate. In regard to meaning, NL words like zeitgeist or manumit may require

special treatment (Paribakht 2005), such as explicit instruction, possibly using

direct contrasts with L1 words, or marginal glosses and/or dictionary use

(Hulstijn et al. 1996). A possible alternative for an important NL word is to

make it the theme of a short reading passage, like troubadour in the present

study. An intriguing possibility is for publishers to develop readers with NL

words in mind, focusing such words in the way that troubadour was focused

here while giving L words more of a background role. We also found that

spelling did not develop well with the more difficult words in our study, sug-

gesting that while in most cases it can be successfully acquired through inci-

dental exposure, instruction might be appropriate for difficult words like

zeitgeist or convalesce. Such instruction might involve simply drawing learners’
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attention to the spelling. Alternatively, it could consist of lessons on word

structure, output practice, or any of a variety of other exercises. There are

no guarantees, however, that intervention will produce the desired results,

and it is quite possible that with a larger number of exposures all aspects of

word knowledge will develop as well as, or better than, they would as a result

of pedagogical intervention.

The limitations of the study include the relative lack of control over the

characteristics of the individual target words and the contexts for each, par-

ticularly the informativeness of the contexts (see Webb 2008). The varying

difficulty of the words was an issue especially in spelling. For effects of context,

the clearest example is the finding that troubadour stood out from all the other

NL words (and even from L words), presumably because of its importance in

the stories. One could also argue that the contexts were too informative to

reflect the typical conditions readers face, though they might provide a rea-

sonably good match in this respect with materials designed for learners.

Another limitation is the subjectivity in distinguishing L from NL words.

Future research could benefit from the development of a more reliable

means of making the distinction. Finally, the small number of target words

represents another limitation, which might be improved upon in future

research.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary material is available at Applied Linguistics online.
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